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#1 New York Times bestselling author and queen of true crime Ann Rule’s sixteenth volume in
her True Crime Files series, Deadly Neighbors delves into the unsolved case of a billionaire’s
son mysteriously falling off a balcony to his death and more.In July 2011, billionaire Jonah
Shacknai’s Coronado, California, mansion was the setting for two horrifying deaths only days
apart—his young son’s plunge from a balcony and his girlfriend’s ghastly hanging. What really
happened? Baffling questions remain unanswered, as these cases were closed far too soon for
hundreds of people; Rule looks at them now through the eyes of a relentless crime reporter. The
second probe began in Utah when Susan Powell vanished in a 2009 blizzard. Her controlling
husband, Josh, proved capable of a blind rage that was heartbreakingly fatal to his innocent
small sons almost three years later in a tragedy that shocked America as the details unfolded. If
anyone had detected the depth of depravity within Josh Powell, perhaps the family that loved
and trusted him would have been saved. In these and seven other riveting cases, Ann Rule
exposes the twisted truth behind the façades of Fatal Friends, Deadly Neighbors.These doomed
relationships are the focus of queen of true crime Ann Rule’s sixteenth all-new Crime Files
collection. In these shattering inside views of both headlined and little-known homicides, Rule
speaks for vulnerable victims who relied on the wrong people. She begins with two startling
novella-length investigations.

About the AuthorAnn Rule wrote thirty-five New York Times bestsellers, all of them still in print.
Her first bestseller was The Stranger Beside Me, about her personal relationship with infamous
serial killer Ted Bundy. A former Seattle police officer, she used her firsthand expertise in all her
books. For more than three decades, she was a powerful advocate for victims of violent crime.
She lived near Seattle and died in 2015.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Fatal Friends, Deadly Neighbors
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R. Schultz, “Especially Good Treatment of the Shacknai-Zahau Case. I found this to be one of
Ann Rule’s best collections of true crime accounts. She does an especially good job describing
the circumstances of the strange death of Rebecca Zahau at her boyfriend Jonah Shacknai’s
house in Coronado. Not many other authors have tackled this mystery. It’s still being debated
whether Zahau’s elaborate hanging was suicide or murder.Rule includes mention of some
provocative possibilities that two other authors writing on the subject didn’t mention. For
example, she reminds readers that there’s a Japanese art form called “Shibari” that can involve
intricate bondage with ropes. Adam Shacknai, Jonah’s brother, admitted having perused
Japanese erotica online before finding Rebecca dead. An examination of the computer in
Rebecca’s office/bedroom upstairs also revealed that someone had been researching Japanese
erotica there. So some tie-in with Shibari (no pun intended) seems as if it was a lead that should
definitely have been followed.The other long chapter in this book, “Fire and Ice,” deals with the
disappearance of Susan Powell and the subsequent deaths of the other members of her family
in a conflagration ignited by her husband, Josh. This case has been extensively written about
and explored in the media. However, Rule presents a good overview that includes revealing
insights into the personalities of Josh and his father (who was implicated in a related set of
crimes).Many of the shorter chapters in this book deal with crimes that took place in the 1970s,
but that weren’t prosecuted until decades later. DNA wasn’t generally involved. The crimes were
solved by cold case units as the result of tips or as the result of a new pair of eyes seeing that
one person, and one person only, had the means, motive, and opportunity to commit the crime.
Rule occasionally uses pseudonyms to protect the privacy of some of the victims and their
children.The shorter accounts are:“Double Death for the Kind Philanthropists” - about an older
couple found bludgeoned to death. Early suspects were a housekeeper the couple had recently
fired and a group of Moonies who had moved in next door.“Fire!” - about several instances of
arson that took place at Seattle’s University Towers Hotel. Early suspects were a homeless
women who was found living in the Hotel stairwell and a man who several times came in asking
for Hotel stationery.“An Obsession with Blondes” - about a rapist who assumed his victims would
then want a relationship with him.“The Last Valentine’s Day” - about a girl who was killed in her
own back yard as her mother looked on, thinking she was just seeing her daughter playfully
sparring with someone in the nighttime garden.“The Man Who Loved Too Much” - about a
woman found murdered in her bed surrounded by rose petals.“Terror on a Mountain Trail” - about
a rapist who stalked the woods of Mt. Rainier National Park.“No One Knows Where Wendy Is” -
about a 9-year-old who, while taking out the household trash, was seen smiling in
acknowledgment of someone just beyond her Aunt’s view – and who was never seen alive
again.Rule has a brisk writing style. Many of her paragraphs are short, consisting of only a
sentence or two. This helps the reader skim along, virtually speed-reading the book, without any
loss of comprehension.She’s good at selecting the kinds of details that put readers at the scene



of the crime. She paints a picture of time and place. Many of the cases she discusses occurred
in the mystery-inducing fog of the Northwest part of the country around Seattle where Rule had
her home base.”

Kim Bryan, “5 Stars for This Crime File Collection!. I just recently reread one of Ann Rule's earlier
crime files series and was anxious to read her newest 
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.Featuring the worldwide headline case of the missing Susan Powell and the tragic deaths of
her young sons at hands of possessive, abusive husband Josh Powell, eight other interesting
cases, predominately from the 1970s, are also chronicled; including -* The questionable
accident of six year-old Max Shacknai and the death of his father's girlfriend, Becky Zahau,
which followed within a couple of days. Police initially said Becky's death but the bound hands,
the strange message painted on the wall, and more said otherwise.* Elderly philanthropists
Burle and Olive Bramhall were brutally murdered in their Windermere community home.
Neighbors and police alike wondered who would do something so horrible to such a well-like
couple. The answer was closer than anyone realized.* When fires continue to break out at the
University Towers Hotel, investigators think they know who is responsible but there just simply
isn't enough to arrest him - until he strikes again, in an even deadly locale.* In 1975, Dina
Peterson was found murdered only sixteen feet from her own backdoor. It would more than three
decades to bring a man to justice.* Sue Ann Baker was trying desperately to end her marriage
but her husband was unwilling to let her go.* Wendy Ann Smith was an exceptionally beautiful
nine year-old when she went missing from her McChord Air Force Base home. As her family
searched, one "volunteer" was a bit too eager to be near her family and they would soon learn
why.The "Queen of True Crime" does a fan-freakin'-tastic job of recounting the Powell case;
neatly outlining the important evidence rather than tossing the same old minutiae as the 24 hour
news channels. I truly walked away with a clearer understanding of a case I have long
followed.And the Spreckels Mansion double mystery really rocked my boat. This was a case I
had never heard of (where have I been?). It's a true mystery which will remain with me for quite
some time and for which I will most definitely be adding to my "updates list."Then the pace slows



down. Rule throws us back a few decades with old files from the latter years of the 1970s. For
some, it'll be a let down but, for me personally, I love old true crime stories and found it a nice
slow-down from the page grippers in the first two stories. Be forewarned lovers of homicide-only
stories, there is one story of arson and rape each mixed among the murder mysteries.It's been a
while since I've given Ann Rule five stars but, gotta say, she earned it this time and I'm happy to
give it.”

justamumof3, “OK, not her best. This is a nice,thick book, and it contains some photographs. In
at least one case, the text refers to a photograph that is not there, and we have two copies of the
same photo.The writing is, in my opinion, not as good as some of her earlier books, it lacks the
vivid description, the vibrancy of the victim, and there is sometimes not enough evidence for me
to feel that the author has come to the only possible conclusion.It is still a good read, a nice way
to fill a couple of hours when you just want to relax, but if you are new to Ann Rule I would
suggest one of her earlier books to start off with.”

Miss Marple, “Well recommended. I have almost all of Ann Rule's books. They are real life crime
and a fascinating insight into why people do what they do and how they get away with it until they
are caught (most of the time!) They are well written, well researched stories by a very
knowledgeable author. Recommended for people who like their true crime.”

Janie R, “Ann rule....rules. This author always delivers well researched cases and writes well.
However, I prefer her longer stories and I find the sentimental exploration of the family and
community reaction irritating....this does no favours to ones opinion of America and its people”

Mrs. J. B. Harding, “Fatal Friends and Deadly Neighbours. I enjoyed this book, but would have
preferred it to be one long true story instead of several stories. I am hooked on her books even
though I have read only 2, difficult to put them down once you start reading, she really grips on
the unimageable crimes ever written.”

irene busow, “... from one of the books arriving late I was pleased with the ordered items. Apart
from one of the books arriving late I was pleased with the ordered items.However, the witten silk
cleansing items were hanging out my letterbox and was there all day,as I was out for the
day.KInd regardsIrene Busow.”

The book by Ann Rule has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,395 people have provided feedback.
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